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Abstract Design Patterns (DPs) are acknowledged as powerful conceptual tools to improve
design quality and to reduce time and cost of the development process by effect of the reuse of
Bgood^ design solutions. In many fields (e.g., software engineering, web engineering, interface
design) patterns are widely used by practitioners and are also investigated from a research
perspective. Still, they have been seldom explored in the arena of Recommender Systems
(RSs). RSs provide suggestions (Brecommendations^) for items that are likely to be appropri-
ate for the user profile, and are increasingly adopted in content-intensive multimedia applica-
tions to complement traditional forms of search in large information spaces. This paper
explores RSs through the lens of User Interface (UI) Design Patterns. We have performed a
systematic analysis of 54 recommendation-empowered content-intensive multimedia applica-
tions, in order to: (i) discover the occurrences of existing domain independent UI patterns; (ii)
identify frequently adopted UI solutions that are not modelled by existing patterns, and define
a set of new UI patterns, some of which are specific of the interfaces for recommendation
features while others can be useful also in a broader context. The results of our inspection have
been discussed with and evaluated by a team of experts, leading to a consolidated set of 14
new patterns that are reported in the paper. Reusing pattern-based design solutions instead of
building new solutions from scratch enables novice and expert designers to build good UIs for
Recommendation-empowered content intensive multimedia applications more effectively, and
ultimately can improve the UX experience in this class of systems. From a broader perspective,
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our work can stimulate future research bridging Recommender Systems, Web Engineering and
Interface Design by means of Design Patterns, and highlights new research directions also
discussed in the paper.
Keywords Multimedia . Recommender Systems . Design Patterns . Human Factors . HCI .
Standardization
1 Introduction
A design pattern (DP) distills a portion of design know-how in a specific domain, and presents
in a compact form a design solution that has been proved to be effective to address a
commonly occurring problem in that domain.
In many fields such as software engineering [19, 20, 43], web engineering [44, 67], and
HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) [38, 54, 81], design patterns are acknowledged as pow-
erful conceptual tools to improve the design quality of software architectures, on-line appli-
cations, or user interfaces, to prevent issues that can cause major problems in the following
phases, and to reduce the time and cost of the development process by providing tested
solutions that can be reused [75]. Design patterns can improve the communication and
reporting activities; They enable designers and developers who are familiar with the patterns
to discuss, document and share design specifications or alternatives using well-known, well
understood names for design solutions instead of long descriptions. In the HCI domain, the
adoption of popular, widely used interface design solutions makes the UX more intuitive and
predictable, capitalizing on the user’s familiarity.
Despite their success in various academic and industry contexts, design patterns have
received marginal attention in the arena of Recommender Systems (RSs) [22].
A RS provides the user with suggestions (Brecommendations^) of items that are likely to be
appropriate to his/her profile, characteristics, or intentions [33, 55]. RSs are widely used in
what we referred to as Bcontent intensive applications^, characterized by a very large amount
of online multimedia information, either made available by the service provider or user
generated (think of the 3 billion videos uploaded on YouTube by late 2012 [57] or the 20
million songs on Spotify [66]). In these contexts, the dimension of the multimedia search space
and the availability of an enormous set of choices may slow down the user’s exploration,
reduce the visibility of some potentially interesting items, and increase the complexity of the
decision making process [8, 28, 29, 59, 71, 79]. Complementing (and in some cases even
replacing) free navigation and traditional query-based paradigms, recommendations can alle-
viate the above problems, and reduce the information overload by focusing the search space
and orienting the user’s decisions [9].
An increasing number of online services (e.g., multimedia catalogs of music, news, images,
movies, physical products, or tourism services) integrate today recommendation features; the
design and implementation of which are becoming regular tasks within the development
process of content-intensive multimedia applications.
To our knowledge no publically available documentation exists that describes patterns for
recommendations design or reports about the use of patterns in the RS arena [22]. This paper
focuses on the User Interface (UI) design dimension and explores UI patterns in relationship to
RSs [21]. Starting from Bgeneral^ UI patterns, which address the design of domain-
independent interfaces and are described in an existing pattern library, we explore the degree
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to which the corresponding design solutions are adopted in content-intensive online applica-
tions that involve recommendation features. In addition, we identify a set of novel UI design
patterns; some of them are specific for recommendation-empowered data-intensive multimedia
applications, and others have a broader applicability.
Our research has comprised several steps including:
(a) selecting and clustering (by Bapplication domain^ or Bbusiness sector^) 54 data-intensive
multimedia applications that include recommendation features;
(b) systematically inspecting the interfaces of all selected applications using a pre-defined set
of user scenarios;
(c) identifying recurring UI design solutions;
(d) matching these solutions against the UI patterns available in a well-established pattern
library, or, when no match is found, articulating the description of these recurrent
solutions in terms of new design patterns;
(e) validating the set of new patterns with a panel of RS experts and UI designers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the main
concepts and results related to recommender systems and design patterns, to help the reader
better contextualize our research. This section also discusses the formulation of patterns and
introduces the format we have adopted. Section 3 describes the research methodology and
procedures. Section 4 presents the main results concerning the use of existing UI patterns in
recommendation-empowered content-intensive applications and describes 14 new patterns.
Section 5 draws the conclusions and outlines future research directions.
2 Related work
2.1 Recommender system
The term BRecommender System^ (RS) denotes a functionality (often integrated with other
information access features e.g., navigation and query-based search) that suggests items
estimated to be Bdesirable^ or Binteresting^ for the user within a large set of items [2, 3, 65,
76]. Several techniques have been proposed and used for the generation of recommendations
[4–6, 17, 41, 53, 64], the most popular of which are named Content-based Filtering (CBF) [11,
46], Collaborative Filtering (CF) [35, 56], and Hybrid [1, 18].
Content-based approaches exploit explicit features of items (e.g., metadata) or implicit ones
(derived from the interpretation of non-structured data, e. g. video files [31, 32]. CBF suggests
items that have characteristics similar to the ones the user has liked in previous experiences
with the application, or has shown to like in the ongoing interaction with the application. For
instance, news recommender systems consider the terms in the news as features and recom-
mend the news articles that have features similar to the ones the user preferred before.
Collaborative filtering approaches Bignore^ content and exploit collective preferences of
the crowd, i.e., they generate recommendations using different users’ rating profiles, sug-
gesting items that other users with similar tastes Bliked^ in the past. The degree to which two
user tastes are deemed similar is based on the similarity of their rating histories. Roughly
speaking, the approach can be summarized as Bpeople who watched this TV program also
watched . . . ^ [25].
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Each of the above techniques have pros and cons. To cope with their limitations, hybrid
approaches implement a mix of content-based and collaborative techniques, and generate
recommendations based on the item properties as well as community preferences.
The quality of a RS can be defined either in terms of system-centric metrics, evaluated
offline, or with user-centric experiments, evaluated online. The system-centric approach
evaluates the recommender system against a pre-built ground truth dataset of opinions. Users
do not interact with the system under test but the evaluation, in terms of accuracy (e.g., recall,
precision, mean squared error), is based on the comparison between the opinion of users on
items as estimated by the recommender system and the judgments previously collected from
real users on the same items. In user-centric evaluation users interact with a running recom-
mender system and receive recommendations. Feedback from the users is then collected by
either asking them explicitly (interviews, surveys) or by observing them and then subjecting
system logs to various analyses (e.g., click through, conversion rate).
A prior research [25] has provided some empirical evidences that system-centric and user-
centric quality methods may lead to inconsistent results, e.g., RSs that were the Bbest^
according to system-centric measures were not the top ones according to user-centric mea-
sures. Also other works [13, 23, 24, 27, 61, 77] have pinpointed that system-centric quality
might not always correlate with user-centric quality, as the latter may depend on factors that go
beyond the characteristics of the recommendation algorithm itself.
2.2 Design patterns and their formulation
The idea behind design patterns began in late eighties with the early work of C. Alexander [7]
in the field of architecture. Alexander defined design patterns as Bgeneric, not obvious,
reusable solutions to commonly occurring problems within a given context^ that have a
Bpractical^ nature and a significant human component, being grounded on design experience
rather than abstract principles or theories.
In the nineties, the idea of design pattern was enthusiastically embraced by several
researchers and practitioners in software engineering, who defined and used patterns as a
means to capture software design experience, to support quality, standardization, reusability
and maintainability of software artifacts, and to achieve the economies of scale for developing
affordable and usable software applications [19, 20, 43, 49]. Later on, the notion of design
patterns has drawn the attention other communities and various design pattern collections have
been created [16, 34, 51, 52], such as in the fields of Hypermedia and Web Engineering [44, 67],
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [14, 30, 74, 80] Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) [10, 72, 73] and e-learning [36, 45, 47, 58]. A set of digital online catalogues for design
patterns have been appeared, including the Hypermedia Design Patterns Repository [50], the
BDesign patterns for Web, GUI and Mobile Interfaces^ byM. vanWelie [81], design patterns for
game interfaces and social applications called BEricksons Interaction Design Patterns^ [37], the
90 web design patterns by K. Van Duyne [38], the B30 user interface patterns^ by J. Tidwell
(including a range of various real-life examples from desktop applications to websites and web
applications for mobile devices [78]), and the Pattern Language for CSCW in [60].
Despite such attention in many disciplines, the notion of design pattern is largely unex-
plored in the RSs research area and to our knowledge there are limited results on this topic.
The existing studies have focused only on building RSs for design patterns [42, 48, 62],
addressing the problem of selecting and recommending appropriate design patterns during the
software engineering process.
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In our research we focus on design patterns for the interfaces of the recommendation
features of content intensive multimedia applications. We investigate the degree at which
existing UI design patterns are applied in this context and we propose a set of new design
patterns.
In the original formulation proposed by Alexander, patterns were described through natural
language and their conceptual structure (see Fig. 1) comprised the following components:
& Name is a meaningful and memorable identifier that succinctly grasps the essence of a
problem in such a way as to be clearly understood by all members of a design community.
It should be easy to make an association of the pattern name with the core feature of the
referred design solution.
& Problem helps the designer to evaluate the relevance and the applicability of that pattern to
the situation s/he is coping with and to achieve a better understanding of the potential
effectiveness of the pattern.
& Context (or Usage) is the clear definition of the environment and the context of use in
which the problem and the solution are likely to recur. By knowing the context, a designer
can understand the preconditions under which s/he will probably meet the problem, thus
improving the problem-matching process.
& Forces define the constraints, relationships, contrasts and conflicts permeating the scene in
which the pattern acts. Explaining forces may help to realize which tradeoff must be
considered while adapting the pattern to a specific design situation.
& Solution is the essence of the design experience the pattern wants to convey. A solution is
composed of easy-to-remember rules and guidelines that describe how to shape the desired
artifact, to help the designer while implementing the pattern in a concrete analogue
situation.
& Rationale explains the key factors that make the pattern solution really useful, effective
and valuable. The rationale manifests the reason a pattern provides a good solution to the
Fig. 1 Conceptual structure of a design pattern [58]
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stated design problem. The actual basic strategies by which forces and constraints are
managed in order to achieve a certain task are also described here. While the pattern
solution can be viewed as the body of the pattern that operates, the rationale is the soul of
the pattern, its inner motivation of behaving.
& Examples help the designer understand the use of a pattern and its applicability; it could
be useful to provide one or more sample examples and known uses of the pattern in
specific contexts.
& Related Patterns indicate relationships among patterns that can be established for differ-
ent reasons. A pattern can accomplish a specific task within a larger design strategy and its
synergy with other patterns can more effectively achieve the goal of supporting design.
Two or more patterns can be related because they try to solve a (portion of a) similar design
problem, or because they can be considered as slightly different variants of the same
design solution. Different patterns applicable in different contexts can share key factors or
design elements, which is another reason why a relationship may arise.
Some authors (Bottoni et al. [15]) claim that the full realisation of the power of design
patterns, at least in the field of software engineering, is hindered by the lack of a standard,
generic formalization of the notion of pattern. Therefore they propose a formal, visual
approach to the specification of software design patterns to facilitate pattern instantiation,
identification, and composition, as well as analysis of pattern conflicts. Still, they also
acknowledge that a natural language specification is necessary and useful for pattern docu-
mentation and communication: defining patterns using a formal approach, and understanding
them, require expert knowledge of the used underlying formalism, which is rarely found in the
average software engineer. As a matter of fact, most existing patterns languages [10, 14, 16,
30, 34, 44, 51, 52, 67, 72–74, 80] adopt informal, natural language formulations only; in most
cases the pattern structure includes a subset of the components of Alexander’s template
comprising Name, Problem, Usage, Solution, and Examples. We will use this style and
simplified formulations to describe the patterns reported in the rest of the paper.
3 Research methodology
3.1 General Procedure
In the design pattern community there are two main approaches to define patterns. Some
authors claim that patterns can only be created and validated by expert designers, by reflecting
on their own experience, selecting the best possible solutions, and comparing them with other
designers’ proposals. Other authors propose that patterns are Bdiscovered^, not Binvented^ [68,
69], implicitly suggesting that not only the identification but also the validation of a pattern is
largely founded on the frequency of use of a given design solution. This approach has been
extensively applied in the field of software engineering, mining the instances of design
solutions from the source code or the design specifications of Bgood^ software systems [37].
Our procedure of pattern definition has implemented a mix of the two approaches: pattern
mining and expert validation. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the steps progressively
performed:
1. selecting the recommendations-empowered content intensive applications for the study
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2. clustering them by Bapplication domain^ or Bbusiness sector^;
3. systematically inspecting the selected applications using a set of user scenarios defined for
each cluster
4. identifying recurring UI design solutions;
5. matching these solutions against existing UI patterns;
6. articulating the description of most frequent unmatched solutions in terms of new UI
patterns;
7. submitting of the new patterns to public scrutiny for validation, involving a panel of RS
experts in RS and interface design.
A team composed by the authors and 6 experts in HCI and RSs performed steps 1–6; the
public scrutiny (step 7) involved the authors and a panel of external experts (9 in the RS field
and 4 in HCI).
3.2 Selecting Applications
To select of the applications to be used for the purpose of our study, each team member
proposed a set of candidates and listed them in a shared Google Drive document. After
removing duplications, the list included 54 applications, which belong to variety of domains.
Each inspector proposed a classification of each candidate using a slightly modified version of
the RS taxonomy described in [63]: Video Sharing / Multimedia Data Base, Music Streaming,
News, Photo Sharing, Online Bookstore / Book Digital Library, Online Dating, Social
Bookmarking, Social Network, Social News, and Tourism Services. The classifications were
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the research procedure
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discussed and agreed among all group members and the applications were clustered by
domain, as shown in Table 1.
3.3 Scenario-based Inspection and Pattern Mining
During pattern mining, the team inspected the selected applications and identified the most
frequent UI design solutions. Some solutions concerned generic UI features and matched some
existing patterns. As a baseline, we used the Pattern Library described in [34], which was
chosen because of its popularity, online availability, richness of patterns and clarity of their
formulation, and wideness of examples. This matching process enabled us to assess the degree
to which existing patterns are adopted in content intensive multimedia applications that
involve recommendations features. The solutions not matching existing patterns were inte-
grated in the formulation of new patterns.
The inspection followed a scenario-based approach inspired by the web inspection method
described in [40]. In general terms, scenarios are Bstories of use^ of a system [12] and are well-
known conceptual tool in HCI. They are used in different moments of the development process
(most frequently requirement management, UX design and evaluation) and have different
formulations and levels of abstraction depending on the intended use. For the purpose of our
study, scenarios are meant to provide guidelines for inspectors that make individual pattern-
mining more systematic and results less subjective. The team defined a scenario for each
application cluster, i.e., domain (Table 2). Each scenario presents a sequence of tasks that a
Btypical^ user would perform in the applications of the cluster, e.g., accessing the homepage,
going through a registration process, and ultimately landing to a page where recommendations
are shown.
An on-line form was used to document the analysis performed while execution the
scenarios, and was filled by each inspector independently during application inspection. The





Video sharing / Multi-
media Data Base
Movielens, Netflix, What to Rent?, Youtube, Daily Motion,
IMDB
Video
News Boston Herald, Google News, IGN Italia, The Intercept, Tom’s
Hardware, Lexology, Reddit, 9GAG, Digg
Articles
Music streaming Spotify, Deezer, Rdio, Last.fm Music
Photo sharing Flickr, DeviantArt, Imgur, Photobucket Photos
Online bookstore /
book digital library
Goodreads, aNobii, Amazon, What Should I Read Next?, Scribd Book
Online dating Meetic, Badoo, PerfectMatch User Profiles
Social bookmarking StumbleUpon, Pinterest, WeHeartIt Online content
Social network Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, MySpace, Google+, FourSquare User Profiles, Posts,
Offers, POIs
Tourism services Booking, AirBnB, TripAdvisor, Holiday, Watchdog, Gogobot,
Volagratis, Trivago, Yelp
POIs
Miscellaneous Groupon, Tastekid, Google, Softsonic, SourceForg Offers, Online
content, Software
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Table 2 Inspection Scenarios by Domain
Domain Usage Scenario
Video sharing / Multimedia
Data Base
A person is a member of a website that hosts a database of movies. He/she queries
the database for a movie title in order to find the plot and rating of the movie.
When typing few letters in the search box, a number of movie titles appear in a
drop-down menu, allowing him/her to select one of them. He/she selects one of
the movies, and visits the movie page, where he/she finds the full description of
the plot, and the detailed ratings given by other members. In addition, he/she is
provided with a list of recommended movies that are similar to the selected
movie.
Music streaming A (young) person is interested in creating and listening to his/her own personal
music playlist. He/she registers to a music streaming website and builds a
profile and adds his/her favorite songs and artists to the profile. The system
analyzes the user profile, and generates automatically a personalized playlist,
which contains a sequence of the songs predicted to be interesting to him/her.
News A user of a news website finds a news article very attractive. After reading the
article, he/she gets interested in reading more about the topic of the article. On
the article page, the user notices a button (or a section) BWho reads this article,
also reads^, which shows a list of similar news articles. The user clicks on the
first one and reads the associated article.
Photo Sharing A young girl wants to share some of her photos with the other people. She
registers to a photo sharing website, creates an album, and uploads her photos.
She also browses a set of photos recommended by the website, and notices that
a number of them are quite interesting. She selects some of the recommended
photos and reads the detail description of them.
Online Bookstore/Book
Digital Library
A young girl is interested in finding new books to read and to share with friends.
She registers to an online bookstore and provides some information about her
taste, by rating some familiar books, and adding her favorite genres. Later, the
system generates a set of recommended books, displayed either in a separate
page (i.e., recommendation page), or in the same pages of the viewed books.
Online Dating A single man wants to find his soulmate, and for that, he registers to an online
dating website. The website asks him to create a profile by entering his
personal information, his interests, and his photo. Based on the created profile,
a set of user profiles, of the people with similar interests who live closely, is
recommended to him.
Social Bookmarking A girl is looking for pictures on a certain topic, and finds a website that hosts such
pictures. She is asked to register and enter her topic preferences. The website
builds her profile and presents her a set of pictures. She rates and tags the ones
she likes more.
Social Network A mid-aged woman wants to find her childhood friend, whom she has not met for
several years. She is advised to check a social network, with hundred millions
of members. She registers to the system by entering some basic information.
She also adds some of her current and old friends into her friend list. Then she
browses recommended friends and finally finds her childhood friend.
Social News A person who often reads an online social newspaper finds one of the popular
articles interesting to him. He/she wants to add a comment to the article. He/she
proceeds with the Bfast registration^ to the website, and adds his/her comment.
Later, he/she finds other news articles recommended by the system. He/she also
makes a new post, by inserting a link to his/her weblog where he/she expresses
his own opinion about the topic.
Tourism Services A young couple are interested in spending their holiday in London. They register
to an online hotel reservation service. They enter the requested information
about their trip and accommodation preferences, and then receive a list of
recommendations, including name, address, pictures, and reviews of the
suggested hotels. They choose the cheapest option and proceed with the
reservation.
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form was structured as a 2D matrix listing the 54 applications (with their name and url) and a
set of patterns from the Pattern Library described in [34]. This Pattern Library addresses user
interface design in a broad number of domains, and includes over 100 UI patterns. We selected
63 of them, omitting the ones that apparently were not relevant for content intensive multi-
media applications. Each pattern name in the matrix was linked to the corresponding online
description in the Library.
For each application, each inspector executed the scenario defined for the application
cluster and filled the online form as follows:
– When (s)he discovered the use of an existing pattern in the Library, (s)he mapped it to the
application under inspection by marking the corresponding cell in the matrix
– When (s)he discovered a good interface design solution that did not correspond to any of
the existing patterns in the Library:
(s)he created a new item in the pattern list of the matrix, marking it as a Bwould-be-
pattern^
(s)he mapped this new item to the application under inspection
(s)he created an online document that mentioned: i) the task the inspector was performing
when the solution was noticed; ii) a preliminary description of the would-be pattern in
terms of the design problem addressed, the discovered solution, and the links to the
page(s) where such solution was found 1
(s)he linked the would-be-pattern to the document
– When (s)he discovered the use of an interface design solution that corresponded to a
would-be-pattern, (s)he mapped it to the application under inspection by marking the
corresponding cell in the matrix; in addition, (s)he updated the document describing the
would-be pattern with a note about the task the inspector was performing when the
solution was noticed and, in the example section, with links to the page(s) where the
pattern solution was found.
At the end of individual inspections, all results were merged, organized by application, and
finally compared and discussed within the group.
Concerning the occurrences of existing patterns, we initially measured an average 96 %
agreement between the inspectors. The percentage of agreement was measured for each
pattern as follows:
number of applications in which occurrences of the pattern were discovered/total number of
applications
The average was calculated on the percentages of agreement of the set of existing or would
be patterns considered in the study. A second round of individual inspections was performed
on applications where inspectors had disagreements, focusing on the patterns where they had
discrepant results, eventually reaching a 100 % of agreement.
The descriptions of Bwould-be^ patterns were organized in clusters, each one grouping
the ones addressing the same problem in spite of the potentially different formulations of
1 In the pattern language literature, a description of this kind is sometimes referred to as Bproto-pattern^ [37]-
something that is documented in a pattern-like form, but lacks of a refined formulation and enough supporting
known uses.
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the different inspectors. The clusters and their contents were submitted to a pruning,
filtering, and reformulation process. According to the rule of thumb in pattern mining
that claims that a pattern must be used at least 3 times before it can really be called a
Bpattern^, a cluster that was not supported by at least 3 examples in 3 different
applications was removed (pruning). In each remaining cluster, the solutions were
discussed in terms of usability and design utility (i.e. effectiveness to solve the corre-
sponding problem). Descriptions comprising solutions that were not considered fully
satisfactory by all inspectors were removed (filtering). At this point, in each remaining
filtered cluster, a revised formulation of the problem and the solution was collaboratively
created and agreed among all inspectors. Finally, these two components were integrated
with the definition of the BUsage^ (BContext^), the BRationale^, and BExamples^. At this
stage, all examples discovered by all inspectors were included (they were filtered later,
during the public scrutiny phase, as discussed in the next section). This process led to
transform the would-be-patterns into a set of 30 new patterns ready for public scrutiny,
which were organized in 2 groups:
– G1: 20 new patterns addressing UI design requirements induced by the presence of
recommendations.
– G2:10 new UI patterns that can be applied to a wide spectrum of content-intensive
applications regardless of the presence of recommendations.
3.4 Public scrutiny
The 30 new patterns resulting from the inspection activity were subject to the review of experts
in recommendation technology, HCI and UI design.
The first group of 20 patterns (G1, addressing UI design requirements related to recom-
mendation features) was discussed and evaluated during an intense full-day workshop (part of
a 3 days meeting of an EC funded project) that involved 9 researchers and developers in the
recommender systems field (4 from academia and 5 from industry).
The organization of the workshop was inspired by the BWriters’ Workshops^ that are used
by the pattern community to review, evaluate, and improve pattern descriptions and take place
for example during PLOP (Pattern Languages Of Programs) international conferences. The
general structure of a Writers Workshop has a group of Bdiscussants^ or Breviewers^ read the
patterns descriptions carefully before the session. During the workshop the discussants
examine the strengths and weaknesses of each pattern, accentuating positive aspects and
suggesting improvements in content and style.
In our case, approximately 4 weeks before the workshop date the experts received a report
describing the 20 patterns. Experts were asked not only to read the document but also to score
each pattern according to two parameters: the relevance of the design problem addressed and
the quality of the proposed solution. Each measure ranged from 1 (lowest value) to 10 (highest
value). From these scores we calculated a ranking among patterns, based on the values of
[relevance + solution quality] averaged among all experts. The ranking allowed us to select the
top-9 patterns that could be reasonably discussed during the time frame of the workshop, and
to define the discussion schedule (from higher to lower ranked patterns). Finally, each pattern
was assigned to an expert (Blead reviewer^) to lead the pattern discussion during the evaluation
sessions.
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During the workshop, each patterns was discussed for approximately 1 h, as it normally
happens in a Writers Workshop. At the beginning of each session, the authors briefly
summarized the pattern, and then remained silent for most of the remaining time, taking
notes about the ongoing discussion. The lead reviewer pinpointed what (s)he felt particu-
larly important about the pattern from his/her personal viewpoint and what (s)he thought
were the key points of the pattern. Coordinated by the lead reviewer, the group then
discussed what they liked or disliked about the pattern, in terms of content and formulation
style, to identify and praise the strengths of the pattern and to highlight its potential
weaknesses if any. Quality was discussed along some main criteria: problem framing
(how well the problem is defined and framed in its context of use); occurrences of pattern
solution (the more the better); and number of examples that witness its use; effectiveness of
the solution itself (not necessarily a popular solution is the best possible one): expressive-
ness of the reported examples.
After discussing the positive and negative aspects of the pattern, the group
discussed how to improve its content and style, to give the authors constructive
suggestions on how to make the pattern formulation more clear and its content more
useful. The reviewers first focused on the problem, rationale and usage, then on the
solution, and finally on the examples also suggesting which ones had to be included
in the pattern formulation. At this stage, the authors re-entered in the loop and asked
questions to the reviewers to clarify their statements, in order to better understand
certain comments.
After the workshop, the authors performed the final reformulation of the 9 patterns
evaluated during the workshop and sent the final version to the experts for final approval.
A similar procedure was followed for the 10 Bgeneric^ patterns (G2). Here we involved a
team of 4 UI experts from the Design Department of our University, who were called for a
half-day workshop at our lab. The outcome of the workshop led to the selection and
reformulation of 5 new Bgeneric^ patterns.
The final versions of all patterns evaluated during the above discussed process are reported
in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4 Results
In this section, we present and discuss the main results of the inspection, data mining and
validation process, presenting the analysis of the occurrence of existing UI design patterns in
RS-empowered content-intensive web applications and the definition of 14 new UI design
patterns.
4.1 Occurrence of existing UI design patterns
A total of 56 out of 63 patterns from the Pattern Library [34] occur at least once in the 54
applications analyzed. Figure 3 lists the 15 most frequently used patterns from the Pattern
Library, and their frequency. Frequency is measured in terms of the number of applications
using a particular pattern over the total number of inspected applications. For instance, the
Home link pattern is used in 70 % of the inspected applications. The patterns not shown in the
figure appear in less than 10 % of the applications, and are not considered as relevant to our
study.
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Figure 3 pinpoints that the most used UI design pattern is Home link. The Home link design
pattern addresses the user’s need to come back to the home page of a website. This is a basic
and important design pattern in any online application, and, as expected, it is adopted in any
RS-empowered content-intensive applications.
The other patterns address some key elements that have to be taken into account
when designing the UI of any multimedia RS: collecting preference data from users to
generate recommendations, and, displaying to them the generated recommendations.
Pagination and Navigation tabs design patterns address the user’s need to view a list
of items, which cannot be displayed in a single page, and has to be separated into
pages (or sections). Input prompt design pattern addresses the need of the user to
provide data to the system, as a recommender system can be viewed as a personalized
search engine able to filter relevant items and rank them based on both explicit and
implicit user needs and opinions.
4.2 New recommendation-specific UI patterns
The 9 UI new patterns that concern recommendation-specific design issues are summarized in
Table 3 and described in the rest of this section.
- Design Pattern 1: Similar Content -




& users are interested to view the multimedia content that is similar to what they view;
& the system recommends the multimedia content that the user is likely familiar with;

























Occurance (%) of the Design Patterns
Fig. 3 Top 15 most applied UI design patterns in the inspected applications
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& multimedia items are attributed with graphical information (e.g., geo-tagged images) and
are recommend based on the vicinity to the user.
Solution: Multimedia content similar to what the user is currently viewing is recommended
and shown.
Rationale: In order to better describe this design pattern, we can refer to Gestalt
psychology, i.e., a theory of mind, which studies our ability to acquire and maintain
meaningful perceptions in an apparently chaotic world. In particular, a major aspect of
Gestalt psychology implies that the mind understands external stimuli as a whole rather than
the sum of their parts. The wholes are structured and organized using grouping laws. We
focus on one law that fits perfectly to the scope of this design pattern, i.e., Law of Proximity:
when an individual perceives an assortment of objects, she perceives those objects that are
close to each other as forming a group. Therefore, this design pattern shows similar
multimedia content in a position close to the position of the currently displayed one, with
the aim of forming a group. Hence, the user likely perceives the elements as parts of a group,
and, considers them similar.
Examples: Youtube, Amazon, Facebook, DeviantArt (Fig. 4)
- Design Pattern 2: Explanation of Recommendation -
Problem: The user might be interested to get a brief explanation about the recommendation
process, i.e., why the recommended items have been proposed.
Usage:
Use when it is important to enforce the transparency of the recommendation process and
improve the trust of the user into the recommender system.
Table 3 List of the new RS-specific design patterns
Id Pattern Name Problem
1 Similar Content The user would like to explore the multimedia items that are similar to what
she views (e.g., directed by the same director, or with a similar plot).
2 Explanation of
Recommendations
The user might be interested to get brief explanation about the
recommendation process (e.g., which of the previously rated items have
influenced the recommendations).
3 Rating Elicitation The system needs to obtain the preferences of users in terms of ratings in
order to generate relevant recommendations.
4 Recommendations from
Different Categories
The user might be interested to get recommendations from different




The user might be interested in consuming items grouped altogether (e.g., a
series of movies).
6 Rating Group of Items The system may want to elicit the rating of the user for a group of items.
7 Recommendation Criteria The user might be interested to fine-tune the recommendation criteria to
control what is recommended (e.g., blockbuster movies vs. niche
movies).
8 Editors Picks The user might be interested to view multimedia contents selected by
experts.
9 Choice of Personalization The user might be interested in switching between the choice of
personalized recommendations and non-personalized recommendations.
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Solution: The system displays a short explanation of the recommendation process, as an
attempt to better serve the user and highlight why the proposed items may fit the user needs.
Rationale: when displaying a recommendation list, it is helpful to explain to the user why
the items have been selected (and how) to improve user’s trust and user’s perception that the
proposed items match with his/her interests.
Examples: Youtube, Amazon, Movielens, Spotify, Goodreads, Last.fm (Fig. 5)
- Design Pattern 3: Rating Elicitation -
Problem: The system needs to elicit user preferences explicitly, in terms of item ratings, in
order to generate relevant recommendations.
Usage:
Use when:
& the system makes recommendations based on the user ratings [26];
& the user is new and the system does not have enough information to build the user profile
and generate personalized recommendations;
& a multimedia item is new and no user has already rated that item, which may result in the
system to be unable to accurately recommend that item to any users.
Fig. 4 Two examples of design pattern 1 Similar Content: (top) Amazon, (bottom) Facebook
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Solution: The system invites the user to rate a set of multimedia items that are selected as
the most informative to reveal the preferences of the user to the system.
Rationale: RSs typically fail to generate relevant recommendations to users if the available
information on users or items is not sufficient. In such a case, the system has to obtain a
minimum amount of information by explicitly requesting the users to rate a set of items. This
typically happens when a new user registers to the system and the system has no or very
limited information about this user (new user problem [70]), or when a new item is added to
the catalogue and the system has no opinions on that item (new item problem [39]).
Examples: Movielens, Netflix (Fig. 6)
- Design Pattern 4: Recommendations from Different Categories -
Problem: The user might be interested to get recommendations on different categories of
items.
Usage:
Use to improve the diversity of recommendations and to make the recommendations more
Bserendipitous^ (i.e., unexpected).
Solution: The system displays recommendations from different categories of multimedia
items.
Fig. 5 Two examples of design pattern 2: Explanation of Recommendations: (top) Youtube, (bottom) Amazon
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Rationale: In a recommender system, it is more likely that the user will find a suitable item
if there is a certain degree of diversity among the recommended items. There is often no value
in having recommendations for a restricted type of items, especially in the early stage of a
decision making process, when the users want to explore new and diverse directions (e.g., if a
user likes sci-fi movies, there is no value in recommending only sci-fi movies, as the user
would be able to search for them without the need for recommendations; there is more value in
recommending also dramatic movies that, unexpectedly, fit the taste of sci-fi lovers).
Examples: Goodreads, IMDB, Google, Youtube, DailyMotion, Rdio (Fig. 7)
- Design Pattern 5: BConsumed Together^ Recommendations -
Problem: The usermight be not so interested on a single specific item but rather in a set of items as
awhole. For instance, a usermight be interested in a playlist of songs together rather than a single song.
Usage:
Use when it is expected that some items are Bconsumed^ together as a group rather than
individually.
Fig. 6 Two examples of design pattern 3: Rating Elicitation: (top) Movielens, (bottom) Netflix
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Solution: The system groups a set of recommended items together and displays them as a
consistent collection.
Rationale: The users are not always interested in consuming items individually, but they
might be interested in consuming them as a group or package. In such a case, the user is not
looking for a specific product, but for a set of products.
Examples: Goodreads, aNobii, Scribd, IMDb,Amazon,Youtube, Dailymotion, Spotify (Fig. 8)
- Design Pattern 6: Rating Group of Items -
Problem: The system may want to elicit the rating of the user for a group of items.
Usage:
Use to allow the user to rate a group of items rather than individual items, so that the user
effort in the rating process is lower, or when recommended items can be organized as package
of individual elements (see pattern 5).
Solution: The system allows the user to rate a set of items that are grouped together using a
single action (rather than multiple actions, one for each element). For instance, a user might
rate an album of songs rather than the single tracks.
Fig. 7 Two examples of design pattern 4: Recommendations from Different Categories: (top) Google, (bottom)
Youtube
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Rationale: items that can be grouped as a package and consumed together, can be also
rated as a group rather than as individual elements. Hence, the system can offer such a
possibility to the users.
Examples: Youtube, Amazon, Groupon, Netflix (Fig. 9)
- Design Pattern 7: Recommendation Criteria -
Problem: Users might be interested to fine-tune the recommendation criteria to control
what is recommended to them or refine the recommendation results.
Usage:
Use to:
& empower the user with some control of the recommendation process;
Fig. 8 Two examples of design pattern 5: BConsumed Together^ Recommendations: (top) Amazon, (bottom)
Youtube
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& improve the transparency of the system and increase the user trust;
& learn the preferences of user implicitly (analyzing the customization criteria adopted by the
user).
Solution: The system allows users to set their recommendation criteria and to filter out what
they might be not interested.
Rationale: The system makes some assumptions about the users’ preferences on item
features, giving control over the recommendation criteria, and helping users to tune the
recommendations according to their preferences (based on users’ need and mood).
Examples: Youtube, Amazon, Groupon, Netflix (Fig. 10)
- Design Pattern 8: Editors Picks -
Problem: The user might be interested in viewing multimedia contents selected by trusted
experts.
Fig. 9 Two examples of design pattern 6: Rating a group of items: (top) Amazon, (bottom) Movielens
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Usage:
Use when the system wants to promote certain multimedia items, and the expert reviews or
ratings are available.
Solution: The system displays a recommendation together with a positive review from an
expert (e.g. a famous person).
Rationale: Providing reviews from experts motivates the consumers to consume the recom-
mended item. Indeed, the opinion of experts improves the trust of the users into the recommendation.
Examples: Goodreads, Groupon, Sourceforge, Google, Google News, Deezer (Fig. 11)
- Design Pattern 9: Choice of Personalization -
Problem: The user might be interested in switching between different forms of recommen-
dations, e.g., personalized and non-personalized recommendations.
Usage:
Use when:
& the system supports different generation techniques, for personalized and non-personalized
recommendations;
Fig. 10 Two examples of design pattern 7: Recommendation Criteria: (top) Netflix, (bottom) Amazon
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& users need to browse and explore the item catalogues Bas it is^, without any filter and
regardless of their personal profiles;
& users are new and there is no information about their profiles, so that personalized
recommendations cannot be offered, but could become available after some interaction
steps (new user problem [70]).
Solution: The system offers different versions of the list of recommended items and allows
the user to choose among them.
Rationale: Users are not necessarily always interested in receiving personalized recommen-
dations. Indeed, they are sometimes interested in browsing and exploring items that are not
recommended. For example, they may be interested in viewing items that are popular and mostly
seen by the user community. Moreover, there are situations in which the system is not able to
generate recommendations and hence can present only non-personalized recommendations.
Fig. 11 Two examples of design pattern 8: Editors Picks: (top) Google, (bottom) Google news
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Examples: Goodreads, aNobii, Softonic, Lexology, Youtube, Netflix, Google News,
Spotify, Deezer, Rdio (Fig. 12).
4.3 New UI patterns
In this section, we discuss the new UI design patterns that meet the UI design requirements of
Recommendation-empowered applications but have a wider utility and can be used in a wide
spectrum of content-intensive applications, regardless the presence of recommendations. The
complete list of these news design patterns is presented in Table 4.
- Design Pattern 10: Social Connection -
Problem: A user would like to find and connect to other users (e.g., friends, colleagues).
The multimedia RS analyzes connections that are already established among the entire
network of users, and recommend to that user whom to connect with.




& user connections are the core part of the system’s experience;
& relationships will be confirmed providing a two-way reciprocal relationship;
& ignoring a connection request is allowed;
& the recommender system needs social connection among users to generate recommendations;
& the system generates recommendations for a user based on the tastes and preferences of the
connected users.
Solution: Provide a button or a link to add a person as friend or Btrusted^ person. Once the
person has been added as a friend, clearly indicate to the user that this person is now a friend.
The recommender system can later analyze common interests in order to provide multimedia
recommendations.
Rationale: People are interested in sharing their experienceswith their friends,whom likely have
similar tastes or interests, and allowing them to connect and strengthen these ties. This also provides a
better estimation on what could be the users’ interests and tastes. Allowing the users to connect to
others encourages them to make conversation, and to share information amongst themselves, which
improves the social aspect of the multimedia recommender system and makes the system viral.
Examples: MySpace, Flickr, Google Plus, Facebook, LinkedIn (Fig. 13)
- Design Pattern 11: Add Comments -




& when the recommender system generates recommendations based on reviews of users on
multimedia items;
& in recommender systems that allow the users to write opinions on multimedia items.
Solution: Recommender systems can generate recommendations based on reviews that users
provide on items. For example, if a user is interested in controversial movies, the system may
analyze the reviews of movies and recommend those movies that are identified as controversial.
Table 4 List of the new design patterns
Id Pattern Name Problem
10 Social Connection A user would like to connect to other users whom she may know. The multimedia RS
analyzes connections that are already established among entire network of users, and
recommend to that user whom to connect with.
11 Add Comments The users would like to provide their opinion on multimedia items.
12 Social Login RSs require some information about the users’ tastes and preferences, before serving
them with relevant recommendations. Such information can be elicited implicitly
from users’ existing online profiles, such as the profiles in social networks.
13 Profile as Business
Card
The system needs to display a link or a short summary of user profile.
14 Binary Rating The system needs to elicit the rating in the simplest form.
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Rationale: Recommender systems using this design pattern assume that people are more
prone to give opinions using natural language, instead of using other interaction tools, such as
like/dislike or ratings. The multimedia items with a large number of comments are typically
interesting for the community of users.
Examples: Last.fm, Youtube, DeviantArt, Facebook, Twitter (Fig. 14)
- Design Pattern 12: Social Login -
Problem: RSs require some information about the users’ tastes and preferences, before
serving them with relevant recommendations. Such information can be elicited implicitly from
users’ existing social profiles.
Usage:
Use when:
& the user is required to create a profile before being able to use the RS;
Fig. 13 Two examples of design pattern 10: Social Connection: (top) MySpace, (bottom) LinkedIn. For privacy
reasons, persons images are removed
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& RS requires collecting information about the user (e.g., demographics, social interac-
tions, friend list, colleagues list, followers, etc.) in order to generate relevant
recommendations;
& RS provides easy and quick registration method for the new users.
Solution: To properly adopt this design pattern, the RS implements a particular
registration method. This method allows the user to login to the system by simply
entering the login information of other online services (mainly social networks).
This allows the system to import the user profile from those online services. Such
online services may range from social networks, such as Facebook, Google+, or
Twitter, to even email service providers such as Gmail. In practice, the RSs provide
a button, placed in the homepage or registration form, which allows the user to
establish a secure connection with a third party system and login with their
credentials.
Rationale: Some users may prefer to use their existing online profiles to speed-up
the registration process. Some may even want to allow the RS to improve the
Fig. 14 Two examples of design pattern 11: Added Comments: (top) Last.fm, (bottom) Youtube
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recommendation quality, by letting the system to extensively mine their social
interactions.
Other users may be concerned with the security level of the recommender system, and opt
for a trusted third party login process that offers a better level of security. In such a case, the
profile information of the user can be obtained from that third party that provides the secure
registration service.
Examples: Pinterest, WeHeartIt, Facebook, TripAdvisor, Dailymotion (Fig. 15)
- Design Pattern 13: Profile as Business Card -
Problem: The system needs to display a link or a short summary of the user profile.
Usage:
Use when:
& implementing social network functionality;
& helping the user to recognize other users.
Solution: A user profile is represented as a classical Business Card, and as such it contains
name, address, picture, and other additional information on the user in a compact format,
which helps people to identify that user.
Fig. 15 Two examples of design pattern 12: Social Login: (top) Pinterest, (bottom) Dailymotion
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Rationale: This pattern resembles the paper-based classical business card. Users may enjoy
finding elements of UI that they associate to their previous experiences. This make the
proposed pattern a straightforward and intuitive element in the UI designs of the user profiles.
Examples: Facebook, IMDB, Google+ (Fig. 16)
- Design Pattern 14: Binary Rating -
Problem: The system needs to elicit the ratings in the simplest form.
Usage:
Use when it is important to obtain the rating of the users in a binary scale, i.e., when the
rating is given in the form of either positive or negative feedback (e.g., Like / Dislike).
Solution: Users are given the possibility to provide their feedback on a binary scale.
Rationale: It can be confusing for users to provide their feedback in the form of Likert scale
(e.g., Likert 1–5 scale). Indeed, it could be unclear to the users what is their precise feedback and
hence the feedbackmay include unwanted biases. Instead, binary feedback poses a clear distinction
between positive and negative feedback showing clearly the people’s opinion on the products.
Examples: Facebook, Google+ (Fig. 17)
Fig. 16 Two examples of design pattern 13: Profile as Business card: (top) Facebook, (bottom) IMDB
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5 Conclusion and future work
Our work looks at recommendations in content-intensive online applications through the lens
of Design Patterns. We report the results of a wide systematic inspection of the UIs of 54
recommendation-empowered content-intensive applications. Our in-depth analysis has led to
the identification of the frequency of use of existing UI patterns in the inspected applications
and the definition of 30 new patterns; some of them are specific of recommendation interfaces
while others can be useful for a broader set of UI components. These has been discussed with
and evaluated by a team of experts, leading to a filtering and reformulation of 14 new patterns,
which have been reported in the paper.
Our work sheds a light on the use of UI design patterns in recommendation-empowered
content-intensive applications and offers some novel contributions.
Fig. 17 Two examples of design pattern 14: Binary Rating: (top) Google+, (bottom) Facebook
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No previous study has analyzed UI for recommendations from a design pattern perspective,
nor has identified UI patterns for this specific component of content-intensive online applica-
tions. As such, our work provides a contribution, in terms of method and practice, to various
communities: Design Patterns, Web Engineering, and Recommender Systems.
The research reported in this paper increases our understanding of the potential of design
patterns in a domain (recommendation-empowered content intensive online applications)
where patterns are largely unexplored, and extends the set of design patterns currently
available in the existing Design Pattern libraries with a new set of UI patterns.
Some of our new patterns can be useful for designing the UI of a wide spectrum of content-
intensive online application, including those that do not offer recommendation services. This
can benefit the Web Engineering community in broad terms.
To highlight the potential impact of our work from the RS perspective, it is worth
mentioning that the quality of user experience has been progressively acknowledged as one
of the crucial aspects for a Bgood^ recommendation service. Algorithmic features, dominating
RS research in the past, will continue to play an important role; still, the mismatch between the
quality of algorithms and user perceived quality, highlighted in several studies [25], suggests
the need for more research on UIs for recommender systems. Our results are in line with this
approach. As UI patterns propose Bgood^ UI design solutions, the degree of adoption of UI
patterns can be regarded as one of the possible metrics for assessing UI design quality in RSs;
the analysis process performed in our study can be used as a method for heuristically
inspecting and measuring this quality indicator.
From a practitioner’s perspective, the set of existing UI patterns that we have identified as
most frequently used, as well as the new UI patterns we have defined, can benefit both novice
and experienced UX designers of RS interfaces, helping them to create more usable interfaces
for recommendations in a more efficient way, by reusing pattern-based solutions instead of
building new designs from scratch.
Finally, our work can stimulate future research bridging RSs, Web Engineering and
Interface Design by means of Design Patterns, and highlight new topics that can be considered
for future studies.
A first stream of research may explore the possible correlation between the UI design
patterns adopted and the type of items recommended. For example, the UI design for music
recommendations would be different from tourism services recommendations: in the music
domain the user could simply and immediately Btry^ the recommended items (e.g., by
listening to the suggested music) while tourism recommendations would involve other ways
of experiencing the suggested items, which in turn may involve different design solutions and
different patterns.
A second stream of research may investigate the correlations between UI design solutions
and the recommendation algorithms used for recommendations, leading to the discovery of
new algorithm-specific UI design patterns. UIs for recommendations generated using collab-
orative filtering techniques may have different UI requirements w.r.t. those generated by
knowledge-based recommendation engines [17]. In the former case, the user interaction with
the system typically begins with rating elicitation, where the system obtains a number of
ratings. In the latter case, the user typically expresses her preferences in the form of a query.
A third opportunity for new research bridging Design Patterns and Recommender Systems
is induced by the new interaction paradigms that are progressively become more and more
popular (e.g., based on smart objects, touchless and wearable devices) and offer new ways of
experiencing recommendations. This scenario opens new research directions for RSs, but
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increases the difficulty of UX design, calling for conceptual tools like patterns to master such
complexity.
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